
SUPPLY LIST
TINY PIECING

Houston MQG  January 18, 2020   1:30pm-4:30pm

Taught by:  Kitty Wilkin

We are going to have so much fun exploring the world of tiny piecing. Foundation        
templates will be provided. Knowledge of foundation paper piecing (FPP) is not required, 
but familiarity is strongly recommended. If you have never FPPed, read this to get you 
started: http://bit.ly/nightquilterFPP

Focal fabric.  Bring a colorful variety of scraps of fabric, measuring at least 5”x5” 
square. Remember that with the blocks being so small, you want to be especially 
mindful of your fabric choices--solids or prints with very small motifs, or large prints 
with small filler details work best. Please bring a few prints since we will talk a lot 
about using fussy cutting to showcase specific designs from your fabric.  For fabrics 
that you aim to use for fussy cutting, a larger piece is better than small (since you will 
want at least 4 design repeats included). 

Background fabric.  Bring between a fat quarter to a 1/2 yard of background fabric. 
Your background fabric will work best if it’s a solid that contrasts highly with your 
focal fabric.  I love using white or black with bright colors--but you do you!

Scissors (3 pairs): bring a pair suitable for cutting paper, a small pair for trimming 
threads, and a pair suitable for cutting fabric.

Sewing machine w/ neutral thread & straight-stitch plate (if you have one): I use 
50wt Aurifil 2600-Dove

Small ruler with 1/8” and 1/4” measure. 6 1/2” x 6 1/2” and 1” x 12” are my favorites.

Rotary cutter and small cutting mat: Having your own small cutting mat to put next 
to your machine will save you lots of time!

Glue pen (I like Sewline, but any washable glue pen will work)

SUGGESTED: 

Stiletto, chopstick, or other 
purple thang-style tool. 

Lightbox if you have one.

Pins or clips.

ANY QUESTIONS?

Contact me at
thenightquilter@gmail.com

nightquilter.com
@nightquilter

Here are the supplies you will need for Tiny Piecing:


